CONTROL PANEL SOLUTIONS

CALL FOR A QUOTE  214-272-0975

IndustLabs UL508A Control Panel Shop provides comprehensive electrical design, mechanical design and prototyping, while also offering high and low volume serial production capabilities. Leverage our manufacturing, sourcing and design expertise to improve efficiency and reduce expenses in your business.

VALUE ADDED SERVICES

► UL508A COMPLIANCE
► PANEL ASSEMBLY
► PROGRAMMING
► QUALITY CONTROL
► PARTS SOURCING
► PROTOTYPING
► CUSTOM ENCLOSURE CUTOUTS
► AUTOMATED FERRULE AND WIRE CRIMPING
► AUTOMATED CABLE CUT AND STRIP FROM 30AWG TO 535MCM
► QUALITY CONTROL
► DRAWING SERVICES
CUSTOM CONTROL PANELS

Prototype phases can often be expensive and slow moving, but with Industlabs you can be assured your control panel project quickly moves from design to production. We work closely with our clients from the initial assessment through prototype fabrication. Our manufacturing space is at your control panel project’s disposal to evaluate design and clarify production needs.

SERIAL PRODUCTION

Whether it’s ten, one hundred, or several thousand, Industlabs control panel facility is capable of manufacturing top-quality control panels at a very high rate. Our effective production method management guarantees optimized assembly lines, attention to detail, and quick turnaround. Comprehensive quality inspections ensure strict consistency across assembly range.

CERTIFICATIONS

Industlabs always strives toward meeting and exceeding even the most strict standards for safety and electromagnetic emissions. In addition to our UL 508A certification, we can tailor our process to meet any and all electrical standards such as CE, CSA, ETL, UL 698A and TUV.
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